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Localization of the eigenvalues of matrices goes back to the very beginn- 
ing of matrix theory. Inequalities including some convexity properties have 
had applications in various fields as well as in mathematics. To be more 
concrete, we take a simple example from [lo]. According to von Neumann 
a state of a quantum system can be described with a density matrix p. The 
entropy -tr p log p is a concave function of the density p (as it should be 
for physical reasons). Von Neumann pointed out that this property is due 
to the concavity of the function t++ --t . log t, that is, the functional 
p H tr f(p) is concave for any concave function f (see also [ 1, p. 251). 
In this paper we extend some well-known notions and classic inequalities 
of matrix theory and convex analysis to an operator algebra context. 
Motivated by the generalized singular values of Fack ( [7]) we introduce 
the spectral scale of a self-adjoint operator in a finite von Neumann algebra 
and we use it to obtain trace inequalities in C*-algebras. We prove the 
above result of von Neumann in a C*-algebra and we find a generalization 
of the Klein convexity inequality ([S, 131). 
Let ra2 c g’(X) be a finite von Neumann algebra with a fixed faithful 
normal trace r. We assume that t( 1) = 1. If a is a self-adjoint operator 
affiliated to d then we define its spectral scale as 
I,(a)=min{s:r(p”(s, co))<t) (te K4 11) 
where j t dp”(t) is the spectral resolution of a. It is clear that n.(a) is con- 
tinuous from the right and non-increasing. 
If o is an eigenvalue of a then A,(a) = w  for s < t <s + d, where 
d = Q”(o)) and s = z(p”(w, a3)). Conversely, any constant piece of the 
graph of n.(a) indicates an element of the point spectrum. More generally, 
n.(a): [IO, l] -+ R is measure preserving if [0, l] is endowed with the 
Lebesgue measure and the Bore1 measure Hwr(p”(H)) is regarded on IX 
This fact implies immediately the following 
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PROPOSITION 1. If a E ~4’~ and f is a bounded Bore1 function of R then 
7(f(a)) = 11fM4) dt. 
0 
The next theorem is a minimax characterization of the spectral scale (cf. 
[ 7, 1.3, Proposition] ). 
THEOREM 1. ForaE&‘SnandOQt<l wehave 
where inf is taken over all the projections e such that Qe’) < t. 
Proof: We denote by w,(a) the right hand side for a while. Choosing 
the appropriate spectral projection of a we have w,(a) 6 l,(a). Assume that 
w,(a) <&(a). Then there exists eE dp such that r(e’-) < t and 
Since r(el)< t <7(p”(/?, 00)) we have e A pO(/?, co) #O and we can find 
[ES such that /1511=1, p”(/?,co)~=~ and et=<. Then (a&t)>/?, 
which is a contradiction. 
COROLLARY. If a, b E xZsa and a 6 b then 
h(a) G A(b) 
for every t E [0, 11. 
THEOREM 2. If f: R -+ R is a monotone function then a++z(f(a)) is 
monotone on JV. 
Proof The previous corollary and Proposition 1 give the claim. 
Now we make some remarks. For aE d+ one can see that A,(a) = p,(a), 
where p((a) is the tth singular value defined in [7]. So 
l,(a) = inf( Ilaell: e E dp, z(e') d t}. 
On the other hand, I,(b+o* l)=&(b)+@ for every bEdSa and OE R. 
This property enables us to deduce estimations for I,(b) from formulas on 
/dbl. 
h3POSITION 2. Let a, b E xISa and v E J@‘. Then 
0) I,+,(a+b)~l,(a)+l,(b) (6~20, t+sGl). 
409!109 l-6 
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(ii) 14(a)-l,(b)1 < Ila-bll (O<tG 1). 
(iii) rf0 < t < 1, &(a) 20 then I,(u*au) < 11011’ A,(a). 
Proof. We follow the argument in [7], Assume that n,(u)< a and 
A,(b) < fi. Then we have projections e, f~ d such that r(e’) < t, t(f’) < s 
and (e~e~,5)~~11511*, <~$55>~811~11* (t~W.WetakeP=e~f: So 
t(p’)fz(e’)+z(f’)<s+t and 
This gives (i). 
Case (ii) follows from the trivial estimation 
(ed, t> G (ebet, 5) + lb-WI. 11511*. 
To prove (iii) we take a > &(a) and a projection eE d such that 
z(e*)ft and (eue&<)<a ~~~~~* ([ES). Let p=l-suppe%=Kere’-u. 
So p’ = supp e’u-supp u*e’ 6 e’ and we infer z(p’)< z(e’) < t. Since 
e’up = 0 we have 
<pv*avpt, 5) = (aup<, UP<) <a lbP5112~~ 11412 11511* 
and I,(u*uu) < llu112. cc 
Our next proposition generalizes an estimate of Powers ([ 111). We 
recall that /lull i = $(~*a)“*) and for self-adjoint bc d we have simply 
llbll 1 = z(b,) + T(b2) if b = bl - b2 is the Jordan decomposition of b. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let a, b E atsa. Then 
Proof. Let x- y be the Jordan decomposition of u-b and take c= 
b + x = a + y. Then Ilu - bll 1 = 27(c) - r(u + b).and we have 
Ilu-b(l,= jo12A,(c)-l,(u)-I,(b)dt. 
Since 2&(c) - n,(u) -I,(b) 2 In,(u) - l,(b)\ we obtain the proposition. 
For uE& and O<t<l we define 
o,(u) = jr A,(u) d&s. 
0 
It is straightforward that the function t HO,(U) is continuous and concave. 
It follows from Proposition 2 that for fixed t, at+ a,(u) is norm continuous. 
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LEMMA 1. Let a E d + and 0 < t < 1. There is a contraction c E d + such 
that [a, c] = 0 and t(ac) = jk &(a) ds. This c may be choosen of the form 
c = p, + 6p,, where z(c) = t andp,, p2 are orthogonal projections commuting 
with a. In addition, if d is continuous or A.(a) is not constant in a 
neighbourhood oft then one can choose 6 = 0. 
ProojI If A.(a) is not constant in t then A.(a)-‘(&(a), 00 ) = [0, t) and 
So c = pO((A,(a), co)) will do. 
If A.(a) is constant in t then we take the least number t’ such that A.(a) is 
constant on [t’, t]. By the argument above 
s i’ A,(a) dt = t(ap,) 
if pl = p”((l,,(a), co)). Now A,,(a) is in the point spectrum of a. If d is con- 
tinuous then there exists a projection p2 < p”( {&(a)}) such that z(p2) = 
(t - t’) A,(a) < z(p”( {&(a)})). Then p1 + p2 is a projection. Otherwise, we 
can take c = p1 + 6 + p”( (A,(a)}), where 6 = (t - t’)/z(p”( {A,(a)})). 
THEOREM 3. For a E Ha and 0 G t 6 1 we have 
o,(a) = sup{z(ac): c E &pl:, t(c) = t}. 
Proof: We may assume that a 2 0. For a projection p E A?’ with r(p) = t 
we have 
z(ap) = f &(pap) ds = 1: A,(pap) ~3 < 1: A,(a) ds = c,(a). 
If c = C;= I dip, is a convex combination of projections then using the con- 
cavity of o.(a) we infer 
Finally, an approximation argument gives that z(ac) < a,(,)(a) for arbitrary 
CEd:. 
The rest of the theorem is contained in the previous lemma. In addition, 
Lemma 1 provides that in the case of a continuous algebra it is sufficient to 
take the sup over the projections. 
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COROLLARY. For fixed 0 < t < 1 the functional a H a,(a) is convex on 
dSO. 
Now we need an old result of Hardy, Littlewood and Polya ( [9]), and 
we present a simple proof (see also [7, 4.11 and [8, II. Lemma 3.41). 
LEMMA 2. Let g,, g,: [0, 1] + R be non-increasing functions and let 
f: R + R be an increasing convex continuously differentiable function. 
Assume that 
CPI(S) = j-’ sl(t) dt < 1” gz(t) dt = (PAS) (O<s< 1). 
0 0 
Then 
s ~f~nl(f)df~~~fog2(t)df (O<ss 1). 
Proof For arbitrary si, s2 E [0, 1 ] we have f(sz) - f(sl) = 
(s2-si) f’(x) with an x between s1 and s2. Since f’ is non-decreasing we 
infer 
Applying this and using Stieltjes integrals we find 
s ~f.~g~(f)-f.~gdt) de!; [g*(t)- g,(t)lf’og,(t) dt 
= ~f%(W(rp,-d(t) s 
=f’O g1(s)C%(s)- cpI(S)l 
- 5 ; (e-ql)(t)df’ogl(t). 
Here f’~g~(~)C~Z(s)-(P1(s)I~O and S”)((~~--~)(t)df’og~(t)gO since 
‘p2 2 cp 1 and f’ 0 g, is non-increasing. The proof is complete. 
THEOREM 4. Let f be a continuous convex function on [a, j]. Then the 
functional awz(f(a)) is convex on the set {a~&~~: Sp ac [a, #?I}. 
Proof: We have to show that 
4f(wla+&))Gw,$f(a))+w$f(b)) 
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if oi, o2 > 0, o1 + o2 = 1 and Sp a, Sp b c [a, j?]. Since both sides of this 
inequality are continuous in f (with respect to the uniform convergence on 
[a, /l]) we may assume that f is continuously differentiable. If q is large 
enough then fo(t) = f(t) + q . t is increasing and fullills the requirements of 
the lemma. Let 
gl(t) = Uo,a + w,b) and 
By the convexity of G,(. ) we obtain 
and can apply Lemma 2. 
< s ’ fo(wl,(a) + d,(b)) dt 0 
6 s ’ o,fo(&(a)) + wfo(Jr(b)) dt 0 
= 01 z(fo(a)) + o2dJb(b)). 
What we have inferred is equivalent to the claim. 
Now we are going to extend Theorems 2 and 4 to a C*-algebra setting 
by means of GNS construction. 
LEMMA 3. Let d be a P-algebra with a tracial state cp, Then there 
exists a *-homomorphism R: d --f 28 into a von Neumann algebra ~8 possess- 
ing a faithful normal trace T such that for every a E dsa and for every con- 
tinuous function f: Sp a -+ [w we have 
cp(f(a)) = z(f(n(a))). 
Moreover, SF? can be assumed to be continuous. 
Proof Let {no, XV, c,} be the cyclic representation obtained by GNS 
construction. Then cV gives rise to a faithful normal trace z on n,(d)” (see 
[ 15, p. 3431). Clearly, 
df(a)) = T(n,(f(a))) = r(f(q(a))) 
so we can choose 68 = x,(&4)“. If we want to have a continuous algebra 99 
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we embed rrJ.&)” into a continuous one. For example, a = n,(d)” @ R,, 
where RI is the hyperlinite II, factor and one can take the product trace. 
THEOREM 5. Let d be a C*-algebra with a tracial positive functional cp. 
If f: [a, fl] + 54 is a continuous monotone (convex) function then the 
functional 
a++cp(f(a)) 
is monotone (convex) on the set {a E ~4~~: Sp a c [a, l?] }. 
Proof: If a6 b then applying Theorem 2 and Lemma 3 we have 
cp(f(a)) = z(f(z(a))) < z(f(n(b))) = cp(f(b)) for any continuous increasing 
function f: The case of convex f is similar, one needs Theorem 4. 
COROLLARY. Let d and 93 be V-algebras and 4: s&’ + 93 a positive 
linear map such that b(ab) = $(ba) for every a, b E d. vf: [a, ,l3] -+ [w is a 
continuous function and D = {a E JZG?~~: Sp a c [a, /?I } then 
(i) For a, bE D we have $(f(a))<#(f(b))provided that a<b andf is 
non-decreasing. 
(ii) For a,bED we have &f((a+b)/2))<(1/2)[4(f(a))+4(f(b))l 
provided that f is convex. 
We note that the center-valued trace of a finite von Neumann algebra is 
an important example for so called tracial 4 in the Corollary (cf. [4]). 
Now we prove a generalization of the Klein inequality. 
THEOREM 6. Let d be a C*-algebra with a tracial state cp. Assume that 
fi: [a, fl] -+ II3 and g,: [y, S] + 53 are continuous functions (i = 1, 2) such that 
f1(x) g,(y)Gf,(x) + g,(y) 
for every a <x < /? and y $ y < 6. Then for a, b E zZSa we have 
cP(fi(a) g,(b)) G cp(fz(a)) + cp(g,(b)) 
if Sp a c [a, fi] and Sp b c [y, S]. 
Proof In the light of Lemma 3 we may assume that d is a continuous 
von Neumann algebra and cp is a faithful normal trace. fi(. ) . g,( . ) is con- 
tinuous in the strong operator topology on bounded sets ([6, p. 9221) and 
so are cp(f,(. ) gl(. )), (p(f*(. )) and cp(g*( * )). Hence it is sufficient to prove 
the inequality on a strongly dense set. Let a = C:=, v,p, and b = C:= 1 uzq,, 
where (p,) and (qz) are orthogonal families of projections and cp(p,) = 
(p(qi) = l/n. We rearrange the indices such that fi(vl) > fi(v2) > ... 2 fi(v,) 
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and slh) 2 glb4 2 -** > gl(pn). Now use the Abel transformation and 
apply Theorem 3 to estimate 
n-1 
+ C (fi(vi)-fi(vz+l 
1=1 
)I cp (i, p,g,(b)) 
~n-‘fi(vn) i gl(Pi) 
i= 1 1=1 
= dfi(a)) + cp(g,(b)). 
The C*-version of the Klein convexity inequality is the following. 
COROLLARY. Let d be a P-algebra with a tracial state q. If 
f: (a, /I?) + II3 is a continuously differentiable convex function then for every 
a, b E &‘” with Sp a, Sp b c (a, /3) we have 
cp(f(a)-f(b)-(a-b)f’(b))>Q 
ProoJ Since f is convex it satisfies the inequality 
x.f’(y),<f(x)+y.f’(y)-f(y) 
for every x, y E (a, /?). So Theorem 6 does the rest. 
Finally, we make some bibliographical comments. The definition of the 
spectral scale is influenced by [7], and its properties are similar to those of 
the “singular values” (see the remark after Theorem 2). Most of the 
inequalities appearing here are treated in the nice notes [S] in the finite 
dimensional case, and one also can find physical applications in [S]. Con- 
cerning matrices and compact operators, we refer the reader [2] and [S]. 
It is interesting to note that Berezin ([3]) proved the inequality in 
Theorem 2 under the superfluous assumption of the convexity off: 
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